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INTRODUCTION
In accordance with the FY 2008/09 Annual Audit Plan, the Auditor-Controller’s Internal
Audit Division has completed an internal control review of vehicles assigned to Solano County
departments. The internal control review included an evaluation of the utilization of assigned
vehicles and the adequacy of controls over assigned vehicles.
OBJECTIVE
The purpose of the review was to determine department vehicle usage levels, and to evaluate the
cost effectiveness of an assigned vehicle versus a daily fleet rental vehicle, or using a personal
vehicle. In addition, we reviewed department controls for evaluating, monitoring, and tracking
vehicle usage levels.
BACKGROUND
The County Fleet Management Division manages the County’s vehicle and transportation
needs (general and special purpose).

To meet vehicle and transportation needs, Fleet

Management operates the County Vehicle Replacement program, which consists of two
components: 1) County Monthly Department Assigned Vehicles and 2) County Daily Pool
Vehicles.

Both components include billing rates which fund the replacement of County

vehicles.
Under the County Vehicle Replacement Program, Fleet Management purchases and assigns
vehicles to County departments upon County Board approval of vehicle purchase requests.
Fleet Management charges these departments monthly to 1) recover maintenance and fuel costs
incurred in the ongoing use of each vehicle and 2) fund vehicle replacement. Fleet also provides
departments with monthly usage reports on each vehicle, notifies them of the subsequent
vehicle replacement, and assists in evaluating the department’s vehicle needs and configuration;
however, departments are responsible for monitoring vehicle usage levels and justifying vehicle
needs.
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During fiscal year 2007/08 County departments incurred approximately $3.1 million in vehicle
usage costs per Fleet Management records.

The number of vehicles assigned to County

departments as of 6/30/08 was as follows:

No. of
Assigned
Vehicles
18
5
1
3
1
21

DEPARTMENT
Agriculture
Assessor/Recorder
Conflict Defender
Cooperative Extension
CAO
District Attorney
General Services:
Animal Control
Architect
Central Services
Communications
Custodial Services
Facilities
Fleet Management
Grounds Maintenance
Parks
Health & Social Services
Library
Probation
Public Defender
Resource Management
Public Works
Sheriff

4
1
4
6
4
19
3
3
7
92
2
22
6
24
31
70

Total

347

In addition, under the County’s Vehicle Rental Program, Fleet Management maintains and
provides a pool of 37 vehicles for daily rental and short-term use by all departments. Fleet
Management charges County departments for pool vehicles rented, based on the daily rate,
number of days, and mileage for each vehicle rented.
SCOPE & METHODOLOGY
To gain an understanding of the controls over assigned vehicles we focused our review on
vehicles used for normal transportation purposes (i.e., compact autos to ¾ ton trucks) and
performed the following:
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We interviewed the County Fleet Manager regarding policies and procedures,
administration, and management of the County Vehicle Replacement Program. In
addition, we obtained information on the rental vehicles maintained in the County
Fleet (pool), including daily and monthly rental rates.
We obtained the annual budgeted mileage for assigned vehicles in the County Vehicle
Replacement Program.
We calculated the cost breakeven point for assigned vehicles versus pool vehicles based
on annual budgeted mileage, usage trends, and standard cost formula.
We identified assigned vehicles potentially underutilized in each department based on
the cost breakeven point.
We identified assigned vehicles which were driven less than 25 miles or sat idle in a
given month during the fiscal period (December 2007 – November 2008).
We surveyed County departments with potentially underutilized assigned vehicles for
information detailing utilization such as actual miles driven annually, purpose and
usage of vehicle.

In addition, we requested information on controls over the

monitoring and tracking of assigned vehicles.
With the assistance of the Fleet Manager, we interviewed department representatives
to gain further understanding and detail, and consider and determine options for
underutilized vehicles such as vehicle replacement, pool rental, etc.
We also reviewed personal vehicle usage and compared mileage reimbursement costs to
County Fleet rental rates to determine efficiency and cost savings. We obtained and reviewed
IFAS system reports for personal mileage reimbursements for the period July 1, 2007 – June
30, 2008.
Our review was limited to internal controls and processes, cost and budget documentation,
and County policy over assigned vehicles for the period from July 1, 2007 through June 30,
2008. We excluded from our review any assessment of driver compliance with vehicle usage
policies and procedures.
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CONCLUSION
Based on our review of internal controls over assigned vehicles, we determined the following:
The County has not established policies and procedures for departments to monitor,
track, and evaluate the utilization of assigned vehicles. As a result, not all County
departments evaluate and determine whether the use of assigned vehicles is cost
effective or justified.
Based on a breakeven analysis of assigned vehicles annual usage, we identified fourteen
vehicles traveling less than the breakeven point of 4,250 annual miles. After further
review with departments, two of the fourteen vehicles were determined to be
underutilized and were returned to Fleet Management, and two others will be
monitored to ensure increase in usage occurs. The remaining ten were determined as
special purpose (i.e., vehicle use not mileage driven) and justified by departments.
Based on an analysis of monthly vehicle usage, we identified 19 assigned vehicles
driven less than 25 miles or sat idle in a given month. Based on the average monthly
costs for these vehicles, potential cost-savings of approximately $2,500/month or
$30,000/year could be realized through improved utilization and/or return to Fleet
Management.
The County has not established standards for vehicle mileage usage.
Departments do not regularly rent pool vehicles due to limited access, thus, the
County may not be realizing potential cost-savings.
For some departments the internal controls over the security and accountability of
vehicles are weak. As a result, vehicles may be unaccounted, missing, or used by
unauthorized individuals. In addition, usage of vehicles is not properly monitored,
tracked, or documented.
In addition, based on a comparison of personal mileage reimbursement costs versus the cost of
daily rental of a pool vehicle, we determined mileage reimbursement costs to be less than the
daily rental cost, and therefore, the use of personal vehicles for County business may be more
cost effective.
The Findings and Recommendations resulting from our review are presented in further detail
on the following pages.
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FINDINGS & RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Assigned Vehicles are not evaluated for utilization.
The County Fleet Management does not regularly evaluate the utilization of department
assigned vehicles. Our review included procedures to establish a mileage breakeven point
(based on annual mileage driven) for potential cost savings in using Fleet pool vehicles in place
of department assigned vehicles. Vehicles classified for normal transportation purposes (i.e.,
compact, intermediate, full size, compact truck, and ½ and ¾ ton trucks) were subject to
review. Vehicles failing to meet the breakeven point were further reviewed by Internal Audit
staff in coordination with the Fleet Manager and respective department representatives.
Based on Fleet records, mileage driven for each assigned vehicle during FY 2007/08, and
standard cost formula, we determined the breakeven point for each normal purpose vehicle at:
1) 4,250 miles for compact, intermediate, and full-size autos and compact trucks; and 2) 4,500
miles for ½ and ¾ ton trucks. Fourteen assigned vehicles were identified with usage under the
breakeven point. We inquired and confirmed these vehicles with respective departments,
which resulted in the exchange of two assigned vehicles for more useful and cost efficient ones.
The exchange will provide improved vehicle utilization and reduce County fleet omissions and
fuel costs by utilizing hybrid vehicles. One of the vehicles returned to Fleet will be used as a
pool vehicle and the other should be sold or reassigned to another department in the County.
Additionally, two other vehicles will remain under observation by the respective departments
to monitor.
Our review also included procedures to determine mileage trends for assigned vehicles driven
for normal transportation purposes during the past fiscal period.

We reviewed mileage

utilization reported between December 2007 and November 2008 and, during any given
month, as many as 19 assigned vehicles were driven less than 25 miles or sat idle. Based on the
average monthly costs for these vehicles, potential cost-savings of approximately
$2,500/month or $30,000/year could be realized through improved utilization and/or return
to Fleet Management.
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County Departments should periodically evaluate vehicle usage levels and potential cost
savings. The County should establish utilization standards, such as a vehicle’s breakeven
point, to effectively and efficiently maximize vehicle usage, recover costs, and determine
vehicle replacement. Without utilization standards, departments may not fully utilize vehicles
and justify assigned vehicle need.
Recommendations:
Fleet Management/County Administrator’s Office
A. Coordinate and establish countywide vehicle utilization standards to maximize
vehicle usage, realize and recover costs, and appropriately determine vehicle
replacement criteria.
B. Establish a process for an annual review of department-assigned vehicles with low
utilization.
County Departments
A. Annually evaluate the utilization of assigned vehicles with CAO Analyst and the
Fleet Manager.
B. Return assigned vehicles to Fleet if mileage utilization is under the breakeven point
and the vehicle is not used for special purposes.
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2. Monitoring and Tracking of Assigned Vehicles
Departments are not required to monitor and track the use of assigned vehicles via a log (i.e.,
miles driven annually and daily, anticipated mileage during use, assignment of vehicles, time of
use, purpose of use, etc.). While some departments, such as General Services Architecture
Services, have tracking logs in place, other departments do not. In addition, the tracking logs
used by some departments are not standardized, not always completed for each vehicle trip, do
not adequately detail vehicle use, and are not adequately secured.

For example, one

department maintains its vehicle tracking logs within each vehicle for drivers to fill out at time
of use; however, the logs are not reviewed for completeness. Another department uses a
calendar to document the reservation and use of its vehicles. Also, the logs we reviewed did
not provide sufficient detail of vehicle use such as nature and purpose, destination, and time
and duration of vehicle use. As a result, departments have not established accountability over
the use of the assigned vehicles.
Departments with assigned vehicles must accurately track and evaluate usage in order to make
informed decisions about vehicle necessity and effectiveness. Strong internal controls require
standard documentation on vehicle usage and authorization. Standard documentation such as
tracking logs should contain and reflect details of each vehicle use including driver name, date
vehicle checked out/in, beginning/ending mileage, nature and purpose of trip, destination, and
time and duration of vehicle use. The tracking logs should also be assigned to a responsible
staff for administering, monitoring, and accounting for vehicle use, and to ensure logs are
completed promptly.
Without proper monitoring and tracking of vehicle usage, the County may not be maximizing
vehicle usage which can lead to waste and abuse of vehicle resources.
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Recommendations:
Fleet Management
Establish countywide policies and procedures to monitor and track assigned vehicle
usage. These policies and procedures should include:
Standard logs for departments to record and detail usage (i.e., driver’s name, date
vehicle checked out/in, beginning/ending mileage, nature and purpose of trip,
destination, and time and duration of vehicle use).
A requirement for departments to assign responsibility for vehicle tracking to
designated staff for administering, monitoring, and accounting for vehicle use, and
to ensure logs are completed and returned after each use.
Annual monitoring of vehicle usage.
County Departments
Assign responsibility of vehicle tracking logs to an authorized staff to administer and
monitor to ensure: 1) only authorized drivers use department vehicles, 2) vehicle logs
are completed and returned promptly, and 3) vehicle logs are retained for vehicle
evaluation purposes.
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3. Security and Accountability of Vehicles
In reviewing departments’ control procedures for securing and accounting for assigned
vehicles, we noted vehicle keys are not adequately secured and are easily accessible by
unauthorized staff. For example, one department maintains keys to vehicles on an unattended
key board with unrestricted access to all staff; another department stores vehicle keys in
various, unsecured and unmonitored areas (i.e., storeroom, unlocked desk drawers) with easy
access.
An effective internal control system requires strong controls over the safeguarding of County
assets. Departments should assign security and accountability to a responsible individual to
dispense keys to authorized employees, and secure and maintain keys when vehicles are not in
use, to ensure vehicles are not used by unauthorized staff.
Without strong controls for the security and accountability of assigned vehicles, unauthorized
access and use of vehicles may occur.
Recommendation:
In conjunction with Recommendation #2, Fleet Management should establish County
policy and procedures for departments to adequately secure and account for assigned
vehicles. Security and accountability should also include vehicles keys, which should be
assigned to an authorized individual to ensure and prevent vehicle access by unauthorized
staff.
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4. Access to Pool Vehicles
Departments maintain assigned vehicles with low utilization instead of utilizing Fleet Pool
vehicles, due to limited access to the Pool. Pool vehicles are currently available for checkout
during normal business hours (730am – 430pm) from two locations: 1) 447 Texas Street in
Fairfield and 2) 3255 North Texas Street in Fairfield. Departments needing immediate access
to a vehicle 24 hours a day, 7 days a week must maintain assigned vehicles, regardless of the
vehicle’s utilization, to ensure timely access to County transportation.

Additionally,

departments cited the proximity of Fleet to the County Administration Center is not
convenient and requires additional staff time to reserve, checkout, and pick up a Pool vehicle
for use.
Departments who do not utilize an assigned vehicle on a full time basis, whose usage needs
could be met by a pool vehicle, should participate in pooled vehicle use.

To alleviate

department concerns regarding time and effort for vehicle checkout, Fleet should take steps to
improve access to the Pool. Improved access will expand the use of Pooled vehicles, decreasing
the need for department assigned vehicles with low utilization, resulting in potential cost
savings to the County.
Recommendations:
Fleet Management
A. Consider using the County Administration Center Parking Garage as an alternate
pool check out location. Store Pool vehicles in the garage with controlled access
to vehicle keys and a streamlined checkout process alleviating the need to pick up
Pool vehicles at 447 Texas Street.
B. Develop a vehicle checkout process to allow access to Pool vehicles 24 hour a day,
7 days a week basis. Consider the use of a kiosk in the garage for vehicle checkout
and key distribution.
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C. Require departments located at the County Administration Center with low
utilization, whose usage needs could be met by a Pool vehicle, to utilize the Fleet
Pool. The Fleet Manager and the County Administrator’s Office should approve
any exemptions to Pool vehicle utilization (see Finding 1).
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